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Having versatile furniture is useful because it can adapt to 
different needs and situations. This flexibility means that 
the same piece of furniture can be used in various ways, 
saving both space and resources.  
 
For example, a desk that can be adjusted to different 
heights can accommodate people of different sizes and 
preferences, making it more comfortable for everyone. 
Versatile furniture also allows for easier rearrangement 
of spaces, whether it’s in an office, classroom, or home, 
without the need to purchase new items. This adaptability 
not only increases efficiency but also reduces waste by 
prolonging the lifespan of furniture.  
 
Ultimately, versatile furniture promotes practicality,  
sustainability, and cost-effectiveness, making it an 
essential choice for modern environments.

Earth Day Idea: Reconfigurable  
Office Furniture Consideration 
 

The relationship between office furniture reconfigurability  
and environmental sustainability is significant. Reconfigurable  
office furniture allows for flexibility in office layouts and  
setups, reducing the need for frequent replacements,  
conserving resources, and reducing waste. It is often  
designed to be durable and long-lasting, extending the  
lifespan of furniture pieces and reducing the overall  
environmental impact associated with manufacturing,  
transportation, and disposal. Additionally, reconfigurable  
furniture minimizes waste by allowing components to be 
reused or reconfigured rather than discarded, contributing to 
waste reduction efforts.  
 
Moreover, by utilizing reconfigurable furniture, companies can 
reduce the need for frequent manufacturing and  
transportation of new furniture pieces, lowering energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
furniture production and transportation.  
 
Lastly, as office spaces evolve to accommodate changing 
work practices and technologies, reconfigurable furniture 
provides the flexibility to adapt to these changes without  
requiring significant investments in new furniture, supporting 
a more sustainable approach to office design and  
management goals.

Contact us with questions, comments, suggestions: Seattle: 425.477.4040 | Website contact: bluespaceinteriors.com
California: Los Angeles: 818.333.3160 | Orange County: 714.312.3755

Upcoming 
Events in 

May

May 3
Justin Timberlake 
Seattle Center, Seattle, WA
 
May 9 - 19
Seattle International Film 
Festival: Cinema at theaters 
and venues across the  
Emerald City.

Ongoing
Northwest Trolls - Made of  
recycled materials. Locations: 
Bainbride and Vashon Islands,  
Ballard, Issaquah, West Seattle. 
 
May 10
Mariners vs. Athletics 
T-Moblile Park, Seattle, WA

May 30 - June 16
Venus & the Vixens: 
Interactive rock musical -
Emerald City Trapeze Arts 
Seattle, WA
 
Note: Check official websites or  
contact venues for up-to-date 
information.

Flexible Furniture Provides 
Sustainable Solutions for Us All 

https://bluespaceinteriors.com/contact-seattle/


Kimball Design Inspiration

Reconfigurations of Everyspace® relate to sustainability in 
several ways. Firstly, by allowing for easy reconfiguration,  
Everyspace® minimizes the need for frequent replacements 
or new purchases when workspace requirements change.  
 
This reduction in furniture turnover decreases the demand for 
raw materials and manufacturing processes, ultimately  
lowering the environmental impact associated with  
production and disposal. Additionally, the modularity of  
Everyspace® promotes resource efficiency by enabling  
users to repurpose existing components rather than  

discarding them, thereby reducing waste generation.  
Furthermore, reconfiguring Everyspace® to accommodate 
changing needs optimizes space utilization, potentially  
reducing the overall footprint of office spaces and minimizing 
energy consumption for heating, cooling, and lighting.  
 
Overall, the flexibility of Everyspace® in facilitating  
reconfigurations aligns closely with sustainable principles 
by promoting longevity, resource efficiency, and responsible 
resource management.

Happy Earth Day, April 22nd

 
Furniture featured: Task Chair - Helio, Bench Workstations - Everyspace, Task Chair - Picado, Conference Table Top - Waveworks, Conference 
Table Base - Dock, Middle Unit Divider - Everyspace, Occasional Tables - Daymore, Lounge Side Chair - Jovalie, 2 Seater Lounge - Jovalie.

Everyspace® by Kimball - for Changing Needs


